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Abstract
Traditional formal methods and modern agile methods are
separated more by limitations of current technology than
by fundamental intellectual diﬀerences. A mixed interpreter
that executes mixed programs, comprising both declarative
speciﬁcation statements and regular imperative statements,
might bridge the gap. This paper explores how such an
interpreter might be used, showing by example how it might
support a variety of development activities.
Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.1 [Software En-
gineering]: Requirements/Speciﬁcations; D.2.5 [Software
Engineering]: Testing and Debugging
General Terms Design, Languages
Keywords formal methods, agile methods, speciﬁcation
statement, reﬁnement calculus, test-driven development
1. Introduction
Our departure from tradition is a small one: we sim-
ply banish the distinction between speciﬁcations, sub-
speciﬁcations (super-programs?), and programs. To
us, they are all programs; what we give up is that all
programs are directly executable. What we gain in-
stead is a more uniform approach in which programs
play a role at every level. — Morgan [39]
Modern agile methods and traditional formal methods are
often perceived as being diametrically opposed. We argue
that with a touch of new technology, however, they can be
quite compatible, and used in combination to good eﬀect.
Following Carroll Morgan [39], we say that a mixed pro-
gram is one written using a mixture of regular imperative
statements and declarative speciﬁcation statements [38]. We
understand the imperative statements to be written in a con-
ventional object-oriented language (e.g., Java), and the spec-
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iﬁcation statements to be written in a ﬁrst-order logic speci-
ﬁcation language (e.g., JML [32] or JFSL [12, 49]).
A mixed interpreter is an interpreter that can execute such
programs.Hoare[26]andHayesandJones[23]arguedyears
ago that executing declarative speciﬁcations was infeasible.
But advances in the past twenty years suggest that mixed
interpreters may in fact be possible. Preliminary steps have
already been taken by Wahls et alia [31, 47], and we have
also developed a prototype mixed interpreter ourselves (to
be reported in a future paper).
In this paper we assume the existence of a mixed inter-
preter and explore how this technology might change our
views of software development methodology. We argue that
the divide between formal methods and agile methods is due
more to limitations of current technology than to fundamen-
tally irreconcilable intellectual positions. Through a series of
examples we try to illustrate how a mixed interpreter might
create a smooth continuum between the formal and the agile.
1.1 Background
This paper attempts to connect two large and often culturally
disjoint schools of the software development methodology
literature: formal methods and agile approaches.
Formalmethodstendtoemphasizespeciﬁcationsandver-
iﬁcation, whereas agile methods emphasize tests and rapid
prototyping. A characteristic example of traditional formal
methods is Dijkstra’s idea that programs and their proofs
should be constructed in tandem [13] by a process of step-
wise reﬁnement [14, 48]. This approach was developed into
the reﬁnement calculus by Back [2], Hehner [24], Morris
[40], Morgan [38, 39], and others.
Ontheagileside,KentBeck’stest-drivendevelopment[3]
begins with concrete inputs and gradually evolves a program
that computes over a range of similar inputs. Figure 2 lists
some of the contrasting terms that are commonly associated
with each side.
There have been a few hints of potential common ground
between formal methods and agile approaches in the liter-
ature. The idea of lightweight formal methods [27] germi-
nated around the same time as agile methods and similarly
advocated a pragmatic focus on partiality and tool support,
but with an emphasis on applying tools to designs and speci-
ﬁcations as well as code. More recently, Amey and Chapman
999Figure 1 Integer square root case study from Morgan [39]
(a) Purely declarative program: (b) Mixed program: (c) Purely imperative program:
r : [r2 ≤ s < (r + 1)2]
1: r ← 0
2: q ← s + 1
3: I , r2 ≤ s < q2 // loop invariant defn
4: while r + 1 , q do
5: p : [r + 1 < q, I, r < p < q]
6: if s < p2 then
7: q : [s < p2 ∧ p < q, I, q < q0]
8: else
9: r : [s ≥ p2 ∧ r < p, I, r0 < r]
10: end if
11: end while
1: r ← 0
2: q ← s + 1
3:
4: while r + 1 , q do
5: p ← (r + q)/2
6: if s < p2 then
7: q ← p
8: else
9: r ← p
10: end if
11: end while
The purely declarative program in (a) is reﬁned to the purely imperative program in (c). The reﬁnement process has many
steps. One mixed program produced during this process is shown in (b). The parts of the purely imperative program in (c) that
have not changed from the mixed program in (b) are faded to emphasize the lines (5, 7, and 9) that have changed.
[1] argued that programming with a suﬃciently powerful
static veriﬁer is similar to pair programming. A panel dis-
cussion at a National Academies workshop including Kent
Beck, Matthias Felleisen, and Anthony Hall came to the sur-
prising conclusion that formal methods and agile approaches
actually had much in common, primarily in being driven by
perceived risk [43].
Figure 2 Characterizations of formal and agile methods
Formal Agile
veriﬁcation validation
correctness pleasantness
reﬁnement refactoring
abstract concrete
general particular
proofs tests
upfront design design evolves with code
analysis-paralysis cowboy-coding
programmer team
Dijkstra [13, 14] Beck [3, 4]
2. Procedures
In this section we follow the ﬁrst case study in Morgan’s
book [39]: a procedure that computes the non-negative inte-
ger square root of its input. This example has also been used
by Dijkstra, Amey and Chapman [1], and others.
2.1 Programming from Speciﬁcations
If you don’t drive development with tests, what do you
drive it with? Speculation? Speciﬁcations?
— Beck [3]
Following Morgan’s development, we start with a speciﬁ-
cation and systematically reﬁne it to a mixed program, and
eventually to a purely imperative program. A mixed inter-
pretersupportsthisformalmethodologybyenablingthepro-
grammer to execute the program at any step in the process.
The initial speciﬁcation is:
var r, s : N (1)
r := b
√
sc (2)
where
√
takes the non-negative square root of its argu-
ment. The ﬁrst step of the reﬁnement is to remove the ‘ex-
otic’ mathematical operators and replace them with non-
deterministic assignment. In Morgan’s syntax we write [39]:
r : [r2 ≤ s < (r + 1)2] (3)
which assigns to r an arbitrary value satisfying the formula
on the right-hand side of the colon. This speciﬁcation is now
suitable for reﬁnement. After a few reﬁnement steps, Mor-
gan [39] produces the mixed program shown in Figure 1b.
Figure 1c shows the purely imperative program that is the
ﬁnal result of the reﬁnement process [39].
Line 3 of Morgan’s mixed program deﬁnes the loop in-
variant I. Lines 5, 7, and 9 of Morgan’s mixed program
are speciﬁcation statements of the form v : [pre,inv, post],
where v is the variable being constrained, pre is the precon-
dition, inv is the invariant, and post is the postcondition [39].
These lines are further reﬁned to simple assignments in the
purely imperative program listed in Figure 1c.
2.2 Validation
Beware of bugs in the above code; I have only proved
it correct, not tried it. — Knuth [30]
Using tests for validation has been independently advocated
in the requirements engineering community (e.g., [21]), the
1000testing community (e.g., [22]), and the agile methods com-
munity (e.g., [36, 41, 45]). Validation has also historically
been the main argument for the execution (and animation)
of speciﬁcations (e.g., [20]).
With our prototype mixed interpreter we can execute the
speciﬁcation for integer square root given in Formula 3.
Suppose we want to compute the integer square root of 10,
which we expect to be 3. With our mixed interpreter we
execute Formula 3 with the input 10 and get the surprising
result 27. Trying the same execution again we get other
surprising results: -12, 42, -55, etc.. We eventually get an
execution that returns the expected result of 3. What’s going
on?
A closer look at Formula 1 reveals that Morgan deﬁnes r
and s over the natural numbers (N), which range from 0 to
Ω. Our program is written with ints. In Java, ints are signed
32-bit values ranging from −231 to 231 − 1. For our mixed
interpreter ints are signed 8-bit values, ranging from -128 to
127. These two diﬀerent sets of ints diﬀer from the natural
numbers in the same ways: they have a ﬁnite upper bound,
and their lower bound is below zero. It turns out that these
properties are important for this program.
In the world of signed 8-bit ints, 272 = −39 and (27 +
1)2 = 16. -39 is indeed less than 10 and 16 is greater than
10, so our speciﬁcation is satisﬁed: 27 is an integer square
root of 10 according to our deﬁnition.
In fact, it turns out that there are sixty numbers between
-128 and 127 that satisfy Formula 3. Similarly, with 32-bit
ints there are 1,073,741,820 solutions that meet our speciﬁ-
cation as an integer square root of ten, which again is about
25% of the possible values.
We need to re-write Formula 3 to get the result we want
given the machine we have. First, we need to explicitly state
that we’re looking for a non-negative root (which is explic-
itly stated in Morgan’s text, and implicitly in his deﬁnition of
r ∈ N). Then we re-write the previous two clauses in terms
of division instead of multiplication to avoid overﬂow. So
Formula 3 becomes Formula 4 (for simplicity of exposition
we exclude the case where s and r are 0):
r : [s > 0, r > 0 ∧ r ≤
s
r
∧
s
r + 1
< r + 1] (4)
When we execute this revised speciﬁcation with our proto-
type mixed interpreter we get the expected result of 3 (as
the non-negative integer root of 10) on the ﬁrst try. Further
investigation conﬁrms that 3 is now the only valid answer.
A student [8] of Michael Jackson [28] might diagnose the
surprises we experienced in attempting to copy the pseudo-
code out of Programming from Speciﬁcations [39] and into
a real computer as a failure to distinguish between require-
ments and speciﬁcations. Requirements are all about – and
only about – the problem domain. Programs are all about
– and only about – the machine. Speciﬁcations stand in be-
tween requirements and programs, speaking of shared phe-
nomena.
Formulas 1, 2, and 3 are really requirements: they speak
about the domain of mathematics. Formula 4 is a speciﬁca-
tion: it describes the problem domain solution in terms of the
machine. We were seduced into thinking of Formulas 1, 2,
and 3 as speciﬁcations because we like to think of program-
ming as a mathematical activity. This illusion disappeared as
soon as we tried to execute these ‘speciﬁcations’.
Underestimating the signiﬁcance of arithmetic overﬂow
isnotamistakeconﬁnedtonovices.JoshuaBloch[7]reports
making exactly this mistake when he copied (a mathemati-
cally proven) binary search algorithm out of Jon Bentley’s
Programming Pearls [5]. When computing the mid-point of
high and low, Bloch’s implementation (which was shipped
with the standard Java libraries for almost a decade) would
potentially overﬂow if the size of the array was greater than
about a billion elements.
Similarly, Rod Chapman [personal communication] re-
lays that Praxis High Integrity Systems uses this integer
square root example in their SPARK/Ada training courses.
The trainees, who are usually experienced programmers, are
given the speciﬁcation and asked to implement it – and to
verify their implementation with the SPARK Examiner tool.
The SPARK Examiner statically veriﬁes that the code meets
its speciﬁcation and will not throw any runtime exceptions
(integer overﬂow causes a runtime exception in Ada). Only
one ‘student’ has ever written a veriﬁably correct implemen-
tation on the ﬁrst try: Professor Robert Dewar.
More quantitatively, Christey and Martin [10] report that
integer overﬂows are an increasing source of discovered se-
curity vulnerabilities, especially in operating systems code.
These kinds of errors are made by competent professional
programmers every day.
Testing serves as an important tool for validating spec-
iﬁcations (declarative programs) and for verifying impera-
tive programs. Just as fully imperative programs often com-
pute correct results for common inputs and incorrect results
for uncommon inputs, fully declarative programs often al-
low undesirable results for common inputs (i.e., are under
constrained). Testing our speciﬁcation by executing it with a
mixed interpreter was essential to validating that the speciﬁ-
cation accurately captured our requirements.
2.3 Test-Driven Development
What of testing and debugging? They are still neces-
sary. ... Those were the only errors, and ‘it ran third
time.’ But the point had been made: mathematical
rigour cannot eliminate mistakes entirely.
— Morgan [39]
Test-Driven Development is a well-known agile method-
ology advocated by Kent Beck [3]. The motto of test-driven
development is red/green/refactor. First the programmer
writes a test for functionality that does not yet exist, and
conﬁrms that the test fails. This failing test is indicated by
a red light in the test harness. Next the programmer writes
1001Figure 3 Test-Driven Development applied to the integer square root speciﬁcation. Each row is a new step in the development.
Test cases are in columns. At each step either a new test is added or the program is modiﬁed. Test results can be red (R), green
(G), or yellow (Y). Red is fail. Green is pass. Yellow means the result is a super-set of the desired result.
Step Program b
√
9c = 3 b
√
16c = 4 b
√
10c = 3 b
√
100c = 10 b
√
120c = 10
1 r = 0
2 " R {0}
3 r = 3 G
4 " G R {3}
5 r2 = s Y {-125, -3, 3, 125} Y {..., -4, 4, 28, ...}
6 r2 = s ∧ r ≥ 0 Y {3, 125} Y {4, 28, ...}
7 r = s
r ∧ r > 0 G G
8 " G G G
9 " G G G G
10 " G G G G R ∅
11 r ≤ s
r ∧ r > 0 Y {1, 2, 3} Y {1, 2, 3, 4} Y {1, 2, 3} Y {1, 2, ..., 10} Y {1, 2, ..., 10}
12 r ≤ s
r ∧ r ≥ s
r −1 ∧ r > 0 G G G G R ∅
13 r ≤ s
r ∧ r ≥ s
r+1 − 1 ∧ r > 0 Y {2, 3} Y {3, 4} Y {2, 3} Y {9, 10} G
14 r ≤ s
r ∧ r > s
r+1 − 1 ∧ r > 0 G G G G G
the simplest possible code to make the test pass – perhaps as
simple as return 3. This passing test is indicated by a green
light in the test harness. The programmer then adds new test
cases and refactors the implementation to be a more general
program that works over a broader range of inputs.
With a mixed interpreter the test-driven methodology can
also be applied to speciﬁcations. Making speciﬁcations in-
teractive in this way potentially oﬀers usability beneﬁts. One
way to develop a speciﬁcation is to have a brilliant ﬂash of
insight and, with a single stroke of the pen, capture that in-
sight in a mathematical formula. Another possibility is to
startwithconcreteinput/outputpairs,expressedastestcases,
and build up the general formula through interaction with a
mixed interpreter.
Figure 3 walks through applying test-driven development
to the integer square root example. Each step in the develop-
ment is a new row in the table, and each step either adds a
new test case or modiﬁes the program. The results for each
test are either red (R), green (G), or yellow (Y). Red and
green indicate failing and passing tests, respectively, as per
normal. Yellow indicates that the expected answer is among
the answers, but is not the only answer (i.e., the program is
under-constrained). In red and yellow cases a sample of the
results returned by the program is also displayed. Step-by-
step:
1. We start with the program r = 0 and no test cases.
2. We add the test case b
√
9c = 3, which fails. Keep it
simple to start with: only perfect squares.
3. Revise the program to r = 3. The single test case passes.
4. Add a new test case, b
√
16c = 4, which is also a perfect
square. This test case fails.
5. Revise the program to r2 = s. Both test cases return
yellow, due to negative roots and overﬂow.
6. Add r ≥ 0 to the program to eliminate the negative roots.
7. Divide both sides of r2 = s by r to avoid overﬂow. Since
we’re dividing by r let’s also now ensure that r > 0. Both
perfect-square tests pass.
8. Add a new test case, b
√
10c = 3, our ﬁrst test case that’s
not a perfect square. Surprisingly, it passes: 10
3 = 3 in
integer division.
9. Add a new test case with some larger numbers: b
√
100c =
10. This also passes; it’s a perfect square.
10. Add a new test case with a larger number that isn’t a
perfect square: b
√
120c = 10. This is a boundary case
just under b
√
121c = 11. It fails: there is no integer r
such that r = s
r. For example, 120
10 = 12, and 120
11 = 10.
11. Relax the program from an equality to an inequality.
Now all tests are yellow. Notice that the desired result
is always the upper bound of the result set. We need a
stronger lower bound for r to eliminate these undesired
values.
12. Add r ≥ s
r −1 to the program. It’s one less than our upper-
bound, so maybe it will work. All tests are green except
the last one, which again has no result. Why doesn’t our
desired answer 10 work? 120
10 − 1 = 11, which is greater
than 10. How can we change the left hand side so that it is
a lower bound on 10? Let’s examine the concrete values.
Possibilities include: 120
10 − 2 = 10 or 120
10+1 − 1 = 9. The
latterseemslikeabetterguess:sticking1’sintoaformula
is more likely to work out than 2’s.
13. Change the lower bound to r ≥ s
r+1 − 1. Most tests are
yellow: this lower bound is a bit too low.
14. Change ‘≥’ to ‘>’ on the lower bound clause to tighten it
up a bit. All tests now pass.
1002The astute reader will see that the speciﬁcation developed
here is the same as that in Formula 4 (notwithstanding the
s > 0 conjunct). Although both methods arrived at the same
result, they did so in diﬀerent manners. With Beck’s agile
method we dealt with negative values and overﬂow early
in the development, whereas with Morgan’s formal method
these adaptations to the actual machine were the last step.
In the agile approach we adapted to the environment ﬁrst,
andgeneralizedlater.Intheformalapproach,wegeneralized
ﬁrst and adapted to the environment later.
3. Data Types
Speciﬁcations of data types include not only the behavior of
the type’s operations, but also representation invariants [25]
and abstraction functions [25]. (Jones [29] provides an inter-
esting discussion of the early work on abstraction functions.)
Representation (or class) invariants deﬁne the set of valid
concrete (runtime) values for the structure. An abstraction
function maps concrete values to their abstract counterparts.
A mixed interpreter might make agile practical use of
both representation invariants and abstraction functions.
3.1 Test-Input Generation
A number of recent tools, such as TestEra [35] and Korat [9],
have used representation invariants as a basis to generate test
inputs. The goal is to generate all non-isomorphic test inputs
that satisfy the representation invariant speciﬁcation.
A mixed interpreter naturally subsumes the functionality
of these task-speciﬁc tools. The advantages to this more gen-
eral approach are (1) the programmer uses the same speci-
ﬁcation language for class invariants as for procedures; (2)
the ease with which various speciﬁcations can be composed
in order to generate test-inputs with a particular focus (com-
position of logical speciﬁcations is simply conjunction); (3)
the other tasks for which these same speciﬁcations can also
be used, as described in the rest of this paper.
Automatic generation of test inputs from speciﬁcations
has already been established as an area that blurs the bound-
aries between the concrete, test-centred world of agile meth-
ods and the abstract world of formal methods. Mixed inter-
preters make this part of a more general and uniform ap-
proach to programming.
3.2 Data Structure Repair
Sometimes data structures get into a bad state. At this point
options include: abrupt termination, try to keep computing
with invariants violated, or try to repair the data structures
before continuing. This last option, data structure repair, has
received some attention in recent years (e.g., [11, 18]), and
is usually based on the representation invariants.
Given a logical speciﬁcation of the class invariant, a
mixed interpreter can easily be used to (a) check that the
current state complies with the invariant, and (b) to search
for a state that does comply with the invariant.
Performing data structure repair with a mixed interpreter
might have some advantages and disadvantages as compared
with previous specialized approaches to repair. The main
disadvantage is that, without some extra customization for
this task, the mixed interpreter isn’t going to be constrained
to ﬁnd a valid state that is similar to the broken state. In
the extreme, consider that an empty list is a valid list: one
valid (although not preferable) repair strategy for a list data
structure is just to delete all elements of a broken list.
An advantage that a mixed interpreter might have over a
customized solution is the ease with which various speciﬁ-
cations can be combined. For example, class invariants are
usuallycheckedattheendofpublicmethods.If,attheendof
the execution of a public method, the mixed interpreter ﬁnds
that the class invariant of the receiver no longer holds, it can
searchforastatethatrespectsboththeinvariantandthepost-
condition while mutating only the receiver. Such ﬂexibility
might be harder to achieve with a customized solution.
3.3 Object Contract Compliance
In many object-oriented languages, including Java and C#,
every object is supposed to provide implementations of the
so-called ‘object contract’ methods equals and hashCode.
Correct implementation of these methods is notoriously
tricky, tedious, and error-prone [6, 33, 42, 44, 46].
However,correctimplementationsoftheseobject-contract
methods can be mechanically derived from programmer-
provided abstraction functions [44]. A mixed interpreter en-
ables these abstraction functions to be written in the same
logic as the other speciﬁcations, and therefore also used as
part of the other software engineering activities described in
this paper. (Previous work by Rayside et al. [44] required
non-trivial abstraction functions for this purpose to be writ-
ten in imperative code.)
While there are some procedures for which it may be eas-
ier to write code than a speciﬁcation, for abstraction func-
tions it is almost always easier to write the speciﬁcation.
4. Putting it all together: Mock Objects
Mock objects are a speciﬁc form of rapid prototyping advo-
cated by the agile methods community [3, 19, 34, 37]. Mock
objects, as objects, comprise both procedures and data.
The motivation for mock objects is to facilitate testing
of other code that uses complex infrastructure: mock imple-
mentations of the infrastructure are developed to enable test-
ing the other code. For example, one might use an alternative
in-memory database for testing an order processing system
rather than using the real on-disk database.
Suppose we are developing an email client, and are
about to write EmailMessage.bind(AddressBook), which
attempts to look up a person’s email address in the address
book. Following an agile test-driven approach [3], we ﬁrst
write two unit tests for bind, shown in Listing 1.
1003Now we need an AddressBook object so that we can run
our tests. But the developer working on the real Address-
Book implementation hasn’t ﬁnished it yet. However, fol-
lowing traditional formal methods, she has written a spec-
iﬁcation for it ﬁrst (Listing 3). All we need to do then to
get a working AddressBook object for our tests is to cre-
ate a class MockAddressBook that implements Address-
Book and speciﬁes the initial conditions (i.e., that the book is
empty) on the constructor (Listing 4). Finally we implement
EmailMessage.bind() (Listing 2) and run our tests.
With the help of a mixed interpreter we have a mock im-
plementationatnoadditionalcosttowritingitsspeciﬁcation.
Moreover, the speciﬁcation-based mock provides additional
beneﬁts: support for veriﬁcation of the real implementation,
test-input generation, data structure repair, object contract
compliance, and so on.
Listing 1. Unit tests for EmailMessage.bind()
@Before public void setUp () {
addressBook = new MockAddressBook ( ) ;
addressBook . setEmailAddress ( " Daniel " , "dnj@mit .edu" );
}
@Test public void testBindIfPresent () {
EmailMessage m = new EmailMessage( " Daniel " );
Assert . assertTrue (m. bind (addressBook ) ) ;
Assert . assertEquals ( "dnj@mit .edu" , m. email );
}
@Test public void testBindIfAbsent () {
EmailMessage m = new EmailMessage( " Robert " );
Assert . assertFalse (m. bind (addressBook ) ) ;
}
Listing 2. EmailMessage.bind() method
public boolean bind (AddressBook abook) {
if (! abook . contains ( this .name)) {
return false ;
} else {
this . email = abook . getEmailAddress ( this .name);
return true ;
}
}
Listing 3. AddressBook interface and speciﬁcation
@SpecField( " data : String −> String " )
@Invariant ( " all x : String | lone this . data [ x ] " )
public interface AddressBook {
@Requires( "name != null && email != null " )
@Ensures( " this . data = @old( this . data ) ++ name −> email " )
@Modifies( " this . data " )
void setEmailAddress ( String name, String email );
@Ensures( " return − null = this . data [name] " )
String getEmailAddress ( String name);
@Returns( "some this . data [name] " )
boolean contains ( String name);
}
Listing 4. MockAddressBook implementation
public class MockAddressBook implements AddressBook {
@Ensures( "no this . data " )
@Modifies( " this . data " )
public MockAddressBook () { }
}
Terminology. The term mock object was introduced by
Mackinnon et al. [34]. Since then the terminology in the
agile-methods community has evolved [19, 37]. In the new
terminology our MockAddressBook would be referred to
as a fake object rather than a mock object. Fake objects
are fully (or mostly) functional replacements, whereas mock
objects are simply pre-programmed to respond to a speciﬁc
sequence of method calls for a single unit test. In other
words, fake objects are richer than mock objects and take
more eﬀort to implement [37]. A mixed interpreter provides
fake objects for no additional eﬀort over specifying them.
5. Performance of a Prototype
On reasonable assumptions, the whole universe will
reach a uniform temperature around four degrees
Kelvin long before any interesting calculation is com-
plete. — Hoare [26]
Our prototype mixed interpreter can perform the basic com-
putations described in this paper with small inputs: 8-bit in-
tegers and a dozen or so objects. Mixed programs that we
have executed with our prototype include the integer square
root programs above, the address book mock object program
above, sorting a list of integers, and various manipulations of
binary search trees.
Figure 4 shows a plot of execution time versus input size
for sorting an array of integers by executing a declarative
speciﬁcation for a sort procedure. Lists of up to size 15 can
be sorted in a couple of seconds on stock hardware.
These results show that interesting calculation can be
completed before the heat-death of the universe. While
mixed interpreters may not yet be ready for everyday use,
they are clearly no longer beyond the bounds of our imagi-
nation.
Figure 4 Performance sorting an array of integers
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10046. Conclusion
Much work has been done since the crucial ﬁrst step
of considering both speciﬁcations and code to be pro-
grams. The eﬀect has been to simplify, and make more
regular, much of the detail of constructing programs:
and there are signiﬁcant implications for the practice
of software engineering generally. — Morgan [39]
Until now, formal speciﬁcations have occupied a rather spe-
cialized niche in software engineering. While advocates of
formal methods have argued, for several decades, that speci-
ﬁcations should lie at the center of the programming process,
practitioners have been reluctant to adopt them – often out of
ignorance, but also from a realistic assessment of their costs
and beneﬁts. With programming languages oﬀering better
support for runtime assertions, and a more positive attitude
to unit testing encouraged by the agile programming move-
ment, the value of speciﬁcations is being reassessed. Syn-
ergies between tools allow multiple beneﬁts to be obtained
from a single speciﬁcation; the same annotation used as an
oracle for unit testing can be fed to a theorem prover.
This paper has argued for taking one step further along
the road towards a full integration of speciﬁcations and code.
In addition to using speciﬁcations for traditional purposes,
we have proposed that they be executed just like code. From
one perspective, this is nothing more than providing some
mechanical support for the reﬁnement calculus. From an-
other perspective, however, this makes speciﬁcations more
agile by shifting the emphasis from abstraction and proof
to simulation and checking. Something has been gained and
nothing has been lost: systematic, proof-oriented approaches
are still perfectly compatible with this technology.
Speciﬁcation statements [2, 38, 40] were developed as
part of the reﬁnement calculus to support a very systematic
style of programming that proceeds in an orderly fashion
from speciﬁcation to code. One might imagine that, in a
less systematic and more experimental setting, these notions
would be less useful. But, on the contrary, it seems likely
that the ability to write a mixed program will be particularly
helpful when the programmer is less disciplined, since it
makes it easier to maintain a complete version of the code
(albeit with sections ‘implemented’ as speciﬁcations) and
explore it as it evolves.
It has become clear that the writing of code in its narrow-
est sense is only a small part of software engineering, and
even of programming. The best programmers are willing to
invest in the surrounding infrastructure – test cases, stubs
and oracles, runtime assertions, documentation – and are ea-
ger to integrate this infrastructure more closely with the code
proper, and to ﬁnd ways to develop the two in tandem. The
ability to execute speciﬁcations might take us much closer
towards this goal; at the very least, the range of beneﬁts of
speciﬁcation would be greatly expanded.
Through all of this what we have endeavoured to show is
that formal methods and agile methods are separated more
by shortcomings of existing technology than by fundamental
intellectual diﬀerences. One focuses on the abstract and on
correctness and veriﬁcation. The other focuses on the con-
crete and the convenient and on validation. Both emphasize
co-developmentoftheprogramanditsevaluation.Newtech-
nology to connect the concrete and the abstract can give the
practicing programmer a more ﬂexible and uniﬁed spectrum
of approaches.
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